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The meek and humble cattle stand,
Their heads hung low in shame,
To know that in the great wide land
To which the Saviour came,
Is found no man to praise the Infant's name.
At last the shepherds angel-sent
Are seen within the cave,
Their knees in adoration bent,
They give what gin they have
Though 't is but humble homage, simple, naive.
The star-invited eastern guests
Now kneel upon the ground,
Content that after many guests
At last their God is found
Though majesty in earthly mantle 's gown'd.
The Infant now comes from above
As in the days of old,
His parents too for Him with love
Seek shelter from the cold
In hearts conform'd to virtue's holy mold.
And many turn Him cold away
And quick refuse Him room,
But few there are who bid Him stay
In hearts where virtues bloom
And love's bright ray dispells all sinful gloom.

If yours has been the stranger's part
Oh now make manifest
Some love for Him. Adorn your heart,
Make it a palace blest
Where the Infant-Christ may find eternal rest.
-C. A. BATES, '1 I.
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i\lumui &ermou.
Preached by

J.

V. Tobin, London, Ont.

1Vi.,dom, is better tltan all the rnoxt precionll t,:ings cu1d
wluctsoever may be desirt d cannot be compared u:itlt it.
-Ps. 15, 4-6.
1
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quarter of a century is no brief period of
time, and yet a quarter of a century and
more has gone since first I set foot within
the venerable walls of this historic seat of
learning. Little did I think when romping over the
campus in those distant days that I should one Jay stan<l
in the sanctuary of a magnificent new chapd to address
some of my follow.students mrngled with a congregation
of students then unborn. But the unexpected has happened, and here I am an elder son of old Assumption
standing before her latest born and not a few of her
children of an earlier day returned to gladden the heart
of Lbeir Alma 1Iater, to revisit this old familiar spot and
to greet once more the friends of the olden time.
There is no lesson my dear friends, more frequently
inculcated in the Old Testament and in the New than the
obligation of grati Lude towards God for all 11 is favors,
both temporal and spiritual-gratitude towards all benefactors. And one of the gran:st accusations made against
the Jews by Our Bles ed Lord was that they were ungrateful to that God who had loaded them with farnrs.
And that ingratitude in the comc;e of time stopped for
them the flow of all heavenly gifts, as the Wise 1fan had
foretold when he said : "The hope of the ungratel shall
melt away as the winter's ice, and shall run off as unprofitable water." Now it is precisely to foster in our hearts
the opposite spirit of gratitude towards God and our
Alma l\Iater that we, the Alumni of this college assemble
here each year to offer to Him who is the Giver of every
good and perfect gift the great sacrifice of thanksgiving-
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the Holy 2\fass. Soon rou ,viii hear the celelnant of the
Mass in the stately an<l solemn chant of l loly Church
pr lcl.1im : "Vere dignum et justum est aequum et salutare nos tibi semper et ubique gralias agere. Domine
!;,mete, Pater Omnipotens Aeterne Deus, per Christurn
Dominum ~ostrum. 11 Here we Have what should be the
keynote of the wholt: celebration of to-<lay anJ especially
of the religious part of it in which we are now engagedn,1melr. the rendering of th:u1ks.
You students of to-da}' may not be able lO see what
particular reasons you have for gratitude. Some of you
m~y e::vt:n think that rour lot is a hard one and may be
longing for the dny and the hour oi your delh·erance.
Well, you are young yet an<l your ju<lgment is immature,
and su you mar be excused for harboring such sentiments.
Not so with us of riper years and riper ju<lgment. \\'hen
we look back on our student days, down the pe1 spective
of the years, we cannot but see how much \Ye owe Lo this
grand old institution of learning and to the learned, devoted, self-sacrificing professors under whom we studied.
For it was here that we gained that knowledge and recei•;t!d that training which fitted us for our life's work in
the drnrch, in the state, in the professions of law or medicine, in the busy marts of commerce or wherever Divine
Providence h,ts placed us. An<l best of Ril here it is
that Wt: were rooteJ. and grouncled in that faith in God, in
Christ and the teachings of His Holy Church without
which it is impos::.ible for us to please God and save our
souls. Here we ba,·e learned how to conquer the evil
habits of boyhood's days and to acquire habits of virtue.
Here we have pul off the things of a child and put on
the things of a man. But it wt:re a hopeless task to enumerate all Lbe reasons why our hearts should overflow
this day with gratitude to God and our Alma .Mater. All
lhcse reasons may be galhered up and compressed in.to
this one brief sentence. Here we have received that
sound Catholic education which has made us what we
are.
1
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I do not think1 my dear friends, in fact I am sure,
that then-: is not anything in lhis world which can compare in value with a good Catholic education. "Wisdom,"
says the sac:rt!d lext, '' is better than all Lhe most precious
things. and whatsoever may be desired cannot be compared with it." "She is an infinite treasure to men."
.And it is by a christian educat~on that we secure that
wisdom. Perhaps the best way to see and appreciate the
value of that education which we have received or are
now receiving within these walls is to look out upon the
world and note the divisions, the ri,;·alries, the selfishness,
tht poverty, the misery, the wretchedness, the st1ffering
and the crime which have been caused and are still being
caused by a faulty education, an irreligious education.
Who can count the evils which have followed in Lhe train
of the grc:tt religious re,·olutiun of the sixteenth century?
Xow one of the causes which contributed largely to the
rise and rapid spread of the Protestant heresy was the
system of education at that time in vogue in a great part
of Europe. IL is indeed true that the century hefore Luther's rebellion is justly called the golden age of the Renaissance which began with the accession of Nicholas V.
to the throne of Peter in the rear I4-l6. But like most
good lhings the Renaissance was abused. "The rich
mines of ancient lore which it opened up were dernlope<l
by man}' scholars not so much for their priceless charms
of thought and word as for the shocking obscenities in
which they abounded," as an eminent American Jesuit
fathe, remarks. And thus it happened that side by side
with the christian Renaissance there stole into existence
a stream of heathen tendency which deepened and widened as the years rolled by and did so much to prepare
the world for the catastrophe of the I 6th century. As
early as the first quarter of that century this spirit of neopaganism had permeated all the great universities and
schools of higher learning io Italy and elsewhere in Europe, particularly in Germany. For nearly two hundred
years the propagators of this pernicious system of educa-
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tion sought the attainment of its one desideratum-the
complete re-enthronement of pagan thought, pagan morals
and pagan manners. This e\·il spirit was holding high
carnival in all the halls of learning in Europe when the
summons to revolt was soun<le<l. It needed but a master
ha11d to guide its misdirected energies. It found that
master hand in the gifted but proud and dissolute )Ionk
of Wittenberg. You know the sequel. How the air became charged with the spirit o[ revolt-revolt against all
authority, civil, ecclesiastical and divine; how the flame
of internecine strife was everywhere enkindled ; how the
blighting influence swept over all northern Europe destroying nlmost every vestige of Catholicity and with it the
priceless creations of Catholic genius in literature, painting, sculpture and arc hitecture, and leaving wreck an<l
ruin and tlevastation in its wake. Since the days of
which I speak, my friends, the false principles of the reformation and of the godless system of education whic h
it adopted as its own, have gone on working lhemsel\'es
out to their logical and inevitable conclu~ion. Th1s result has been, from a religious point of \'icw, the multiplication of s ects upon sects, eac h going a little farther
than its pre<leccssor in rejec ting the teachings of Christ,
until to-day Christ Himself is rejected b>· e\'er increasing
numbers, and the great majority are wholly impcn·ious to
all religious truth. They arc rationalists and materialists
whose minds and hearts' desires stop at the confines of
this workl. \V riting on this subject recently one of our
Canadian Bishops said : "Society to-day reveals to an
attentive observer the symptoms of a two-fold malady, the
pride of reason, on the one hand rejecting authority and
the holy teachings of faith ; and on the other hund an
unbridled materialism, blinding souls to supernatural
truths and dragging them down to the satisfying of sensual cravings." Cast a glance, also, my friends, at the
social and political evils which afflict almost the whole of
Europe to-day and in a lesser degree our own fair land of
Canada and the great American Republic to which so
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many of you owe allegiance. They are almost countless
in number and appaling in their awful significance. There
is the popularity and rapid spread of socialistic ideas,
there is the boldness and strength of anarchism and the
frequent deeds of violence committed by its disciples,
the murders without end, the prevalence of suicide and
suicide clubs, the ,videspread degradation of the female
sex, the infamous traffic in women, the divorce evil, the
immoralities and the profligacies which flaunt themselves
on every hand, the corruption of the modern stage, the
the indecency of modern fiction and modern journalism 1
the venality of courts, municipal corporations and even of
legislatures, the grasping of politicians and officials both
public and private, the antipathy and hatred existing between capital and labor and so on almost ad infinitum.
Now where are we to find the root of all these evils ?
They all flow, my friends, from the fact that the non-Catholic world has forsaken Christ and His teaching. And
men have forsaken Him because they have divorced religion from education. They have driven God and His
Christ from the school-room. They have trained the in
tellects of the young at the expense of their hearts. The
result 1s intellectual pride and free rein given to the concupisence of the eyes and the concupisence of the flesh.
With this picture before you, my friends, you can
better realize the benefits of a Catholic education such
as is imparted by this excellent institution. For half a
century and more Assumption College has stood upon
this historic spot, raising aloft the torch of true learning
and shedding its radiance and its benign influence over
this western peninsula and over more than one state of
the Union. During that time thousands of students have
throngc::d these halls and drank of the fountains of knowledge here forever flowing. Hereby they have received a
good commercial or classical education which has fitted
them for careers in the world or for entrance into the
seminary or the university. And it is a well known fact
that the graduates of this college have always taken a

10
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high standing in the schools ol higher learning which
they have entered. And many of them have occupied
and are to-day occupying positions of honor and trust in
the land-in the church, and in the clifft:m:nt walks of life.
But the studt::nts of to-day and of the years to come will
enjoy sti 11 greater advantages. i\lany ehanges have been
made in the last decade and particularly in the present
year, and others are contemplated which will givt!S the
graduates of this college a better standing in educational
circles and enable them to secure th0se titlc;;s of disti.nction in art and sc.:ience, which, rightly or wrongly, count
for so much in the literarr and scientific workl of our day.
13ut, my friends, the chiel glory of this scat of learning is that the education which it imparts is thoroughly
Catholic. llere the soul is recognized as the noblest part
of that composite being whom we call man, ,md hence
training goes hand in hand with mental culture. An<l
the gra<luates or this college, ir Lhey are honest students
whilst here, go forth rrom these walls well versed in the
elementary, dogmatic and moral teachings of the Church.
This gives them, if ecclesiastical students, a good foundation on which to rear Lhe superstructure of thal knowledge
of divine lhings which it is the office of the Catholic
seminary or uni\·ersity to impart. And I am glad lo be
able to say that many of the most able an<l de\'Oted
priests of Lhis and neighboring dioceses on both sides of
lhe international boundary hnvl:! made their preparatory
studies in this college.
And even in lbe case or students destined for secular avocations, what an advantage it is for them to possess
a good Catholic training I It gives them correct views of
life, it enables them to distinguish what is true from what
is false in that voluminous literature of the day which is
pouring forth from the presses of the world with marTellous rapidity, it enables them to give rea!>ons for the faith
that is in them and to answer the objections raised
against it by non-Catholics, it saves them from the fads
and the fancies of the day, and from the snares which
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beset the feet of the unwary on life's highw·ay, it makes
them valiant and valuable allies of the priest in his tabors
for the spread of the truth, the extirpation of error and
the correction of the numerous ills of life. In a word it
makes them loyal anc.l true sons of the Chun;h whose
lives give glory to God, uiffuse around them thl! good
odor of Christ, bring honor to themselves and the Catholic cause, are a help and inspiration Lo others in the battle of life and realize the desire of the Divine 1Iaster
when He said : " Let your light so shine before men that
they may see your goo<l works and glorify your Father
who is in Heaven."

And now, my friends, as a parting word I would say
to lhe ,\lumni here present: Pour fonh your grateful
thanks to-day for that pearl without price whi,:h Goel has
given you through the hands of your Alma Mater, the
sound Catholic education which you possess.
Pro,,e
your gratitude by being ever faithful to the teaching anJ
traditions or Holy l\Iotber Church, and by being generous
benefactors of the college. You, who are the anointed
of the Lord, be true to the duties of your sublime vocation and in order that you may the better discharge these
duties and make your ministry more fruitful, eispecially
for the starving souls with(Jut the fold, strive every day to
increase your store of knowledge both bumaa and divine,
mindful of the fact that knowledge is power.
And you, who are laymen, be true sons of your great
spiritual mother. Do not hide your light under a bushel
but take an intelligent interest in the religious and social
questions of the day. Do not criticize the church and
her clergy, but be their helpers and lieutenants in their
endeavors to make this a better world and to solve the
many serious and perplexing problems which are clamoring for solution in this 20th century of ours.
And you, aspirants to the priesthood, the rising hope
and joy of the Church in Western Ontario and the contiguous States, make the best of your golden opportunities. Remember that never since the dawn of Christian-
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ity did the Church stand in such need of learned and
1.ealou:-; priests as she does to-day. The knowledge of
thi:: age <lelt:rmines what is denundc<l of the Catholic
s.;holar and, a fortiori, of the C tlholic priest. And we
are living in an age when knowledge has become almost
univer'>al, wht:ther we consider the subjects that are being
i11,·estigated or the number of thinkers ancl investigators.
Yt:i, my friemls, one of the striking characteristics of our
day is the spread of education and the investigation of
:he m ,Jst hiclt.ien antl i nn.ccessible things of earth and sea
and sky anc.l empyrean. ~Ien no longer care for the bliss
there m,ty be in ignorance and those who now despise
know1eJ6e are as far from the life and thought of this
century ,as those whose bones crumbled to <lust a thousand years ago. It is, indeed, true that increase in knowkdge brings in its train incidental evils just as progress in
civilil.ation multiplies our wants, but Lhe wi~e are not
therefore tempted to seek to reme<ly tbese evils by vain
attempt;; to stop the flow of the springs of knowledge or
to cure the speculations of the human mind. Tht:re is
only one antidote for the evils which spring from enlightenment of min<l, namely, greater enlightenment of mind.
Ye.s, my yuung friends, the watchword uf the present
age of the world is light-" let there be light," let there
be more and more light on all things. True, sometimes
men imagine that they have discovered light when they
are but en\'dopcd in a darkness which almost destroys
their sense of vision. But as He who is the Light of the
world says-'' If then the light that is in thee be darkness how great shall the darkness itself be?" Heller
light that is darkness than utter darkness. But be ye the
enemies of all darkness and the friends of light-of that
light which enlighteneth every man that cometh into the
world. Fit yourselves by arduous study and patient research for apostles of light and leading. Put ye on the

armor of light and equip yourselves wel1 for the battle
against the spirits of darkness, error and superstition. Be
ready for any foe with answers that will convince the wise

To
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as well as the unwise. Remember that proof for the
peasant is not proof for the philosopher, and the numb~r
of philosophers, or at least of those who pose as such
to-day, is very great. Delve deep Lhen into the secrets of
every art and science taught in this home of the arts and
sciences. Pay particular atttntion to tht:: study of the
Holy Scriptures, the history of the Church a11d Calholic
Philosophy, mental and moral. Let it be your ambition
to become learned and holy priests, pnests after God's
own heart, that when you take your place in the big world
outside, in the midst of the noisy, hurrying. seething
crowd:. you may be able to an .!St their attention, to make
an impression on them and thus be no litlle help to the
Church in her fight against the evils of to-day, in her battle for freedom, for the triumph of truth and justice over
error and oppression, for the rights of God and the rights
of men.

wn tl}t ®lh \ltur.
\Vith sentiments akin to sorrow's hue,
I bid farewell to this departing year,
And yet, if I reflect, it will appear
That I am ever bidding things adieu.
For all my time-the days and months, years too,
And aJl my hopes and tender dreams so dear,
My many friendships and my loves sincereAll come to naught and pass beyond my view.
And I myself will pass and disappear
(For I am but the creature of His will)
And though I know that time is shortly o'er,
I certain feel that what now sees so clear
The unreality of time, will still
Be real, when time itself shall be no more.
-C. A. BATES, • I I.
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(Continued from the November Number.)
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unst"rupulous proprietor of the Clermont
was only too willing to sell Hugh what he
desired.
In his nervous conditicm a few
glasses of liquor easily sufliced to clt!prive
the youllJ men of his reason. He staggered out of the
builJing about eight o'clock an<l set off on a ramble down
the street. .After wam.lt!ring about for some time he returned to the inn and purchased a few more drinks. He
emerged again and, unmindful of his horse which was
tiecl near al hand, he started in the dirl!ction or his home

~
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on foot.
He pursue<l a zig-zag c ourse down the country road
until he came to a four-corners. lnstea<l of turning ea~t,
as he should have d,me, he took the opposite direction.
After another weary hour's walking he arrived at the cemetery when:: James was next day to be bunc::d. He entl!red
the groun<l and began searching for the grave of his
~ranJmotheL )!any sunny summer afternoons in his
youth had found him there, but those days bad long since
pa<;st:J. Tonight, however, he h,ld determined to seek
out the pbce which was the favorite haunt of his ten<ler
years. Having fountl the spot he desired, he stopped
beside it. Opposite him was the newly dug grave that
the rem.tins of his brother were soon to occupy. The
heap of dirt which had been thrown out was crowned by
a large ornl stone ·1bout a foot and a half long anJ eight
inches in diameter. It was the same stone that twentyfivt: yt:ar!-i before he had seen chipped at his grandmother's
funeral. That very day it was once more found in the
way by the grave-digger and had been removed only by
much h.l.nl tabor.
Hugh stood for a few moments gazing with a drunken
stare at the tombstone on which was inscribed Old Gran-
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ny O'Oonahue's epitaph. Then he stepped directly across
the grave and examined the newly thrown up eanh and ,,
the large stone. There had been a thaw during the day
and the ground was muddy. Suddenly he slipped and
began to slide down Lbe pile of dirt into the open grave.
Vainly he grasped for some support to hold himself up.
Just as his knees passed over the edge he caught the large
stone. It yielued, however, and he tumbled backward
into the hole. The stone rolbl in after him and landed
endwise on his leg just below the knee. It dropped to
one side and loosened a patch of the clay which formed
the sides of the grave. :~. sharp pain ran through Hugh's
leg an<l. Lhen overcome with exl"iaustiun he lapseu inlo
unconsctousness.
Since lhe cemetery was at a great distance from any
residence, there was little hope of any help being brought
him before lhe next day. It was now about ten thirty
and there would be no traffic until morning. Hugh was
lying with his face nearly buried in the mud. His leg
had bet!n broken an<l the dirt which the stone had loosened hatl partially buried him. Would be die in this pitiable condition? Or would some.! happy thought inspire
some one lo come to his assistance ? No one knew of
his whereabouts, for all in the village would think he had
gone home. His swaggering figure ha<l long been a common spectacle on the streets, and, though Lhe news of bis
brother's death bad spread, no one would think anything
of his being intoxicated even at such a time. He was
considered to be a heartless vagabond whom nothing in
this worlJ, nor in the world to come could move. He
had ne\'er done anyone a kindness and no one would be
interested enough in him to see whether he reached borne
alive. He had but one "friend,"-should we not rather
say evil genius-the proprietor of the Clermont. This
man cared neither for law nor order, so that he thought
nothing of selling Hugh liquor at any time, even when
death had fallen upon his nearest relatives.
After an hour or two Hugh began to revive. He
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gradually regained consciousness and realized that he was
seriously injured.
His leg pained violently and the
cramped position in which he was lying added to his
misery. He tried to turn over but the pain only increased.
Twice he failed in the attempt, but the third time he succeeded in twisting around so as to be lying on hii back.
In doing so he wrenched the injured leg and gave forth a
cry of pa.in. He gazed up at tbe stars. "Where am I,"
he said to himself. "Let me see. Jim got killed. When
was it? Last night? No, it was last week. No, it was
last night. Then I went to town. :\Iy leg! my leg I I
fear it is broken. Where am I ? Ah, yes, the pile of
dirt. The big stone. I fell. Oh, if I bad some whiskey
to warm me up. It's so cold. \Yhere was I last ? 0,
yes, in the cemetery. There was a grave beside old
Granny's, a newly dug one. I wonder whose it was.
That's right. I forgot to say a prayer for Old Granny this
afternoon. It's the first ~ummer afternoon I've forgotten
since I began to come every day."
And so Hugh's mind wandered from his earliest
years until the moment be had fat len into the grave. He
began to feel around and finally placed his hand into the
cavity in the side of the grave. The clay had fallen out
in a large piece and left an opening into the grave of bis
grandmother. A quarter of a century had done its work
and now nothing remained save the bones encased in the
old rotten wood where the stone had smashed the side of
the box. Hugh felt around at arm's length into the old
grave. Suddenly his hand tonched a piece of metal. He
held it and drawing back his hand he began to examine
it. It proved to be a disk about the size of a silver
dollar.
Hugh gazed at it in the hazy light of the morn which
shone into the grave. Then on a sudden he recognized
it. lt was the medal with which his old grandmother
bad often amused him and which had been buried with
her. And then again his leg began to pain severely and
so to relieve it he tried to sit up. The attempt was fu-
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tile, however, and overcome with weakness and the cold
he sank back into the mud still grasping the medal.
For some time he lay still in a semi-conscious conscious condition and then revived again. As he opened
his eyes and stared up at the edge of the grave he was
greeted by a singular spectable. For there stood before
him an age<l woman clad in black and holding 11p her
hand in n mystic manner. Before he thought of himself
Hugh C\.claime<l "Granny is that you?"
"Ves, my dear Hugh," said she, '' I am your old
grandmother. I have not forgotten my dying words to
)OU and doubtless yoh ha\'e not either.
When I spoke
those words I foresaw this night. ..I saw that there would
be a time when you, whom I loved more than anything
else in this world, would cease to be an innocent child,
when you would cli:,grace your father, your mother and
your old grandmother, when you would forget your God
and ::.ell yourself to His arch enemy. I saw al I this and
my heart went out in pity for you. I told you Lhat I
would never forget you but would do all in my power for
you. You have been warned repeatedly. The hand of the
Almighty foll on your brother for l~ss than you ha,·c done
and yet you persist in your sins. Now one from her
grave warns you. You hold in your hand lhe medal of
Her, who would help you to change your life. Pray, be
converted, do pennancc and I shall pray for you."
At thb she vanished. Then Hugh re:dized it all.
I !ere was the fulfilment of the prophecy which had been
made a quarter of a century before! I low foolish he had
been not to see lhc1.t God had often warned him and he
had rejected the admonitions I What if he should reform
now! "Ah, it is too late," he thought, "there can never
be mercy for me now. And yet, and yet, she said the
Blessed \'irgin would help Ille.
Perhaps she will. 0
Mary, refuge of sinners, pray for me."
Then once more he dropped back exhausted. Would
he die before morning? The night was so cold that it
seemed cleat h was inevitable.

18
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The following morning the funeral procession entered the cemetery. Helen and Mrs. O'Donahue overcome
with the grief at James' death, and prostrated with anxiety for Hugh, had remained at home on the advice of
their friends. We may imagine the surprise of those who
first arrived at the open grave. At the bottom of it lay n
man, apparently <lead, with a pile of dirt an<l a large
stone upon him and holding; a medal in his stiff hand·
He was quickly brought to the surface anJ identified. As
soon as possible good Fr. Tom was al his side. Owing
to his unconscious condition, however. little spiritual aid
could be given him. .\ doctor who happened to he on
the scene rendered what medical assistance he could and
then gave orders that Hugh be taken home as quickly
as possible.
!le was then placed in a buggy an<l
conveyed posthaste to the O'Donabue farm house. When
the doctor had him placed in bed ht! proceeded to examine him. The leg had been broken in two places. This
compound fracture and the exposure had left little vitality
in Hugh. The doctor however managed to reYi,·e him
and set the leg. Little hopes were entertained for his
recovery, but after three long weary weeks Helen and :i\[rs.
0 1 Donahue were gladdened by seeing him begin to
improve.
Need we say that after passing through such signal
adventures Hugh O'Donahue returned once more to the
practice of all that was good ?
THE E)lD.

-W.

J.

F1.A::-;AGA~, :I 2.

THE ALm.INI :MEETIN'G.
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~ N Nov. nth, the Alumni met in the College

I

for the Alumni Day exercises. Several of
the old students came the evening before to
witness the dramatic production of "The
Cross of St. John's," which Father Howard had prepared
for the occasion. As usual, the exercises opened with
High Mass. The officers of the Mass were : Rev. L.
Brancheau, Lansing, Mich., Celebrant; Rev. E.. Kelly,
Ann Arbor, Mich., Deacon; Re,-. R. L. Marker, Dearborn, Mich., Sub-deacon; Rev. M. O'Neil, London, Ont.,
!\faster of Ceremonies, and Rev. D. O'Connor, Windsor,
Ont., Thurifer.

~

Rev. J. Tobin, London, Ont., preached the sermon
of the occasion. It has seldom been the good fortune of
the Alumni to hear so scholarly an address. The sermon
will be found in another part of the R&vrnw.
After the Mass, the Alumni and students gathered in
the spacious College refectory to partake of the excellent
banquet which is so necessary a part of an enjoyable
home-coming. When the cigars had been passed around
Very Rev. F. O'Brien, President of the Alumni Association, who acted as toastmaster, called on Very Rev.
Monsignor Meunier, Windsor, Ont., to respond to the
toast to the Pope. He graphically reviewed the work
done at the Canadian Plenary Council, of Quebec, where
he had lately spent some weeks. He dwelt particularly
on the manifestation of the loyalty and solid catholicity
exhibited by the Catholic laymen of that historic city.
Rev. 1\1. Comeford took occasion in replying to the
Alumni to describe lhe work which a zealous priest can
perform for the salvation of souls and instanced what had
been done during several years of constant fidelity to duty
among the green grassy hillsides of Pinckney. Some of
the graduates had attained distrnction; but they were few,

,
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who might be likened to the ornamental lelters which
ha\'e no meaning, but that the rank and file gave meaning
to the page. Great applause and prolonged laughter followed this address.
Dr. .\myot sent word at the last moment that he
could not be present to tell something about the "0 ld
lloys," and Father Ferguson consented to replace him.
Tbt! ,·enerable profes<;or assured the old students of the
love he felt for the old boys, especially those of them who
had been most active in making the "garden" a thing of
beauty. lie found that those who hn.<l been good gardeners were successful workers in tht:: Lord's vineyard.
Speaking for the "Colle15e Staff/' Rev. \V. Roach, of
the Coll~ge, welcomed the assembled guests and dwelt at
some length on present conditions in the College, and
urged the Alumni to show their loyally to their i\lma
Mater by sending students, "For," said he, '' a large attendance ensures the future success of the College."
Mr. ~Ianion Kane responded to the toast, 11 The
Present Students." He said that the presence of so many
distingui:;hed guests on this day was an inspiration to
them to emulate the success of those who had preceded
them in the places they now occupied, and that the students of to-<lay were grateful for the exam pie set by their
elders. lie co;.1cluded his address with the toast, '' :May
the students of to-day continue to bring honor to the halls
of old ,.\.ssumption l>y observing sacredly the hallowed
traditions of the past."
The Ver)' Rev. President, Father Forster, then concluded the addresses by repeatiug the welcome extended
by a prnvious speaker, and reminding the audience that
::,:indwich had its points of interest as well as Quebec.
At 2.30 p. m. the Alumni assembled in the Students'
L1l>rnry for the executive work of the day. Very Rev.
Father O'Brien occupied the chair. Reports were made by
the Secretary of the Association and the Business :Manager
of tht! COLLEGE REvmw. The reports of the collectors
for the chapel fund, who had been appointed at the last
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meeting, were then made and showed encouraging re:sulls.
Rev. R. Command was chosen to replace Rev. J. Hally
in the Detroit district, and Rev. J. O'Rafferty to replace
Rev. L. Brancheau in the Lansing deanery. The oillcers
of the Association continue in onice for another ye.u. It
was urged on the 111embers1 attention Lhat they send to the
Secretary, Rev. T. l\Ioylan of the College, the names and
addresses of any old students whom they happen to know.
. \mong those who attended the meeting were the
following:
Very Rev. E. Meunier. Windsor, Ont.; Yery Rev. F.
O'Brien, Kalamazoo, ~lich.; Rev. F. VanAntwerp, Detroit.
N[ich.; Re\. E. Kelly, .\nn .\rbor, l\fici1.; Rev ).I. Comeford, J>i:1ckney, Mich.; Re,·. J. J. l\L .\boulin, C .~.B.,
Detroit, Mich., Rev. L. Broncheau, Lansing, l\Jich.; Re,._
J. Tobin, London, Ont.; .Mr. J. Burk, .\mherstburg. Ont.
H.ev. F. Semancle, C.S.B., Rev. Fr. Fuma. C.S. B., Amherstburg, Ont.: Rt:v. E. i\TcCormick, Detroit, ;\I ich.:
~

Rev. D. Xecdh:un, Whiteford, ~Iich.; Rev ~t O'Neil,

n.

London, Ont.: Rev. P. 1'lcKeon, London, Ont.; Rev.
Forster, ~It. Carmel, Ont., Rev. J. 13. Collins, C.S. B., Detroit, .Mich.; Rev. J. O'Rafferly, Durand. :\[ich.; Rev. D.
O'Connor, Windsor, Ont.; Rev. Fr Na,·y, Grosse Pointe,
Mich., Rev. J. Klich, Detroit, :'.\Iicb.; Re,·. Fr. Benu<loin,
Walkcrville, Ont.; !\Ir. L. Snitgen, \\ estphalia, :Mich.;
Mr. J. Grenan, Toronto, Ont.; Prof. .\.. Langlois, Dt:troit,
~licb.; Rev. J. Dunn, Parkhill, Ont.; Re,·. E. Glemet,
RiYer Rouge, l\Iich.; Rev. R. Dillon, Fenton, ~Iich.; Rev.
T. Conlon, Tiffin, Ohio: Rev. Fr. Brown, Kalamazoo,
~1ich.; Rev. Fr. Krebs, Detroit. ~1ich.; Rev. J. Stapleton,
Detroit, Mich., Rev. Fr. :\lcCabe, Maidstone, Ont.; Re,.
D. Egan, Stratford, Ont.; Rev. J. Hanlon, Clinton, Ont.,
Rev. D. J. Downey, Windsor, Ont., Rev. L. Renaud, C.S.
B., Detroit, l\!ich.; Rev. R. Grace, Hillsdale, Mich.; Rev.
C. Linskey, Detroit, l\1ich.; Rev. H. Klenner, Detroit,
Mich.
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fittry. ~tar nf tltt j,eu.
As o'er the sea of life we go
To our eternal goal,
The bark so frail by i\lary's kept,
From every dangerous shoal.
The lowering darkness sometimes falls
Upon the great wide deep ;
And blank dispair overwhelms us,
As weary watch we keep.
The waves roll high on every side
The lightning flashes bright,
The thunders clash with mighty din
And fill our souls with fright.
But soon the gloom will fade away,
The bright star shine again,
Dispelling fear, and bringing hope
To ,veary sons of men.
For though from virtue's narrow course
Life's storm may blow us far,
Yet Mary ever is for us
Our brightest guiding star,
- C. A . B., '1 I.

1-V. J. Rotfach, ·11
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A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL.

Christmas is almost upon us again. How rapidly
the years pass away I How quickly we are reminded that
the old year is dying ! Once more the deathless tree of
time is shedding it1 leaves and they lie on the ground to
make a footing for the new year to tread upon. As always the future marches upon the dead leaves of the past.
On these rest its hopes and its possibilities. "Nothing
is great and good alone,'' says the poet, and the present
is part of all the past. The aeroplane is born of the
engine, the automobile and the balloon. So it ever is
with man's work and man's life. To-day we live by the
experiences of our forefathers. Commerce, government,
morality, labor, religion-all issue out of the forge of
expenence.
One heritage we have, which bears us along the path
of right and duty, making life cheerful, and diffusing over
the human soul great calm and peace and good will. It
23
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is the heritage of lhe first Christmas morn, the birth of
the Chrisl-Child. God, emptied of the pomp and circumstance of Divinity, once for all coming down to earth
under the guise of a helpless Babe, laid in a manger and
wrapped in swaddling clothes! constitutes a spectacle
unique in the annals of history for its per~istence in the
memories of men.
All too soon the child was lost to men, even as a
dying leaf ,·anishes from ils place on Autumn's robe of
yellow, red and gold. But this leaf has not passed away.
Instead it has spread itself out, growing wider and wider
with the years, until it covers the whole Christian world
like a rich Eastern carpet that yields to the impress of
weary feet and soothes the aching brow that gently rests
in the soft texture of its divinely-woven threads.
" Peace on earth, to men of good will" is the undying message Lhal the tender Babe imparts to men. It is
the Christmas message of the Divine Child. In the
olden time men fought and tore each other Ii ke wild
beasts, till the Christ-Child came, and straightway the door
of the Temple of Janus was closed; and closed it would
have remained till the end of the world had men recdved
in a true spirit of docility the message and the messagebearer. And now, though the Divine messenger was rerejected on Calvary and is rejected over and O\ er again,
He still persists in visiting the heart open to receive Him.
At this time he knocks more loudly than usual at the
door, seeking an entrance and a resting place in each
individual heart. Well for the heart that opens at His
knock. Truly the Christmas time which brings such a
messenger is a season of great joy.

!\u !\rt nf Q!ourbsy.
There is a feature of the Alumni meeting which is
often overlooked. It is the largest " At Home" of the
year for the students. When the Old Boys gather in on
that day there is invariably some one in the students
quarterc; whom they are anxious to see, and, we believe,
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they enjoy the visit mainly on that account. Certainly
the students find their visit pleasant because they see
some one from home, who brings them all the horne
news. On every side we see cheerful smiles of recognition, hand-shaking and the other little social amenities
that help so much to make life pleasant. The students
do not soon forget the day nor the Old Boys who are so
considerate as to visit them.
This is true also of casual visits during the year.
Almost every day one of the old students pays us a visit, he
seeks out some particular student in whom he is interested, and they have a pleasant chat. Were the Alumni
aware how much a student appreciates these ai::ts of courtesy, they would never let an occasion escape them to
look in on their College friends. The boy who is made
to feel in this way that his elders take an interest in his
work and welfare is encouraged to respond to it with renewed effort. I t is like a warm ray of sunshine striking
through the dull clouds of a dark November day which
brings warmth and good cheer to the shivering wayfarer.
Though it may seem wasted and out of season, it eventually has its effect for good when it is most needed.

ilrlµ, itutui.situm.
The Ferrer incident illustrates the misinterpretation
of the Inquisition. Historical sketches without number
have lbeen written about the Spanish Inquisition, men
have grown eloquent in their denunciations of it, w1til,
in many minds it holds the place of honor on the shelf
for storing the a,vful examples of human depravity. H ere
again we have the Spanish Nero with bis thumb turned
downwards, and click ! Ferrer is only a memory. Of
course Ferrer was executed. So was Czolgoz, and with
much less ceremony. If the facts were known it would
be found that t he earlier Spanii:;h courts were as much on
the side of law and order, as the court which executed
Ferrer, the Anarchist.

.,

J\s.anriafunt Jfoot-lJall.
Not a single afternoon of the week preceeding Nov.
13, when our last game was schednled with the Sons of
England, did Captain Kennedy allow the soccorites to
bang around. There were no wall flowers on the Stella
grounds that week. Every man was in the game, and in
for blood. Victory ,vould place our boys on the top shelf
with Walkerville for the Walker Cup, and defeat meant
no chances for the championship. After an hour's play
on the college field the result showed Assumption with
the better figure. Up to date it was the most interesting
game played on the college grounds. Both teams played
hard, and at no time in the game, until late in the second
half, when Assumption scored, did odds favor either side.
Several good shots were made on both goals and it is
hard to say which man in this position played the better
gam.e. Robinet did the shooting, and throughout the
game starred on the offensive. His shot was such a
"beauty" that the spectators seemed mystified for a few
seconds, and then became conscious that it was real and
demanded applause. If anyone doubts the efficiency of
Mr. Croswaithe as a goal-keeper, let them appeal to the
26
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college forwards who kept him cootinuously busy stopping
their swift shots. Heane and Geuch are both blessed
with strong feet that featured in the game and ably assisted in holding the college sturdies. The line-up :
SONS OF ENGLAND.

ASSUMPTION.

J.

Young
J. Bell
F. Mooney
T. Murphy
F. McQuillan
L. Kennedy
Stokes
W. J. Macguire
Bennie
A. McIntyre
Robinet

Goal
Full-backs

,,

Half-backs

"
"
Center
Forwards

"
"
"

Croswaithe
Heane
Geueh
Cook
Wilson
Cullom
Ransome
Bennett
A. E. Carter
Laure«'ee
,,,
Butteroy

Referee-Costello.
Score-Assumption, T ; Sons of England, o.

C!t~ampion.s~ip '6am,.
Undoubtedly the most effective play of the game for
the championship of the Peninsular League was that in
which a bra,,rny Walkerville Tiger (accidentally?) put his
knee into Joe Bell's stomach for a complete knockout.
They got Joe early in the first half and the championship
goes to Walkerv1lle. At that it was a hard game from
start to finish. Both teams were out to win, but the superior physique of the veterans and their rough tactics,
which a green referee could not eliminate, gave them the
game by the score of t to o. As the score i ndicales the
play was about even with the visitors superior around Lbe
goal. The field was wet and slippery and our speed
boys were unable to show what they have in that line.
Under the circumstances we could not have won, and we
must admit that the Tigers from the distillery town have
a strong and well-balanced team, and. they showed unusual form in the game. For the College, Bell was the star
despite his injury. On the forward line Robinet and Mc-

i,,,-

If: 1if'
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Intyre did some spectacular work and on one shot Robinet made it easily possible to score for the other wings,
who did not attempt to take advantage of it because they
thought that the ball was going through the goal. It
rolled just outside the post and we lost our one best
chance. The line-up :
WALKERVILcE.

ASSt.'MPTION.

J. Wilson
Goal
Young
Leishman
Full-backs
J. Bell
Eveson
Cregg
"
G. Steward
Half-backs
F. Mooney
H. Sutherland
W. Moran
"
G. Mooney
Stokes
"
Graham
Center
V. Murphy
Eadie
Forwards
W. :Macguire
Lindsay
F. Costello
"
G. Bowma11
.McIntyre
"
II
J. Lwan
C. Robinet
Referee-Heane.
Goal-Eadie.
Time-Thirty minute halves.
J.

11.dutbtrt ltugbtt.
Two more victorie,; have been added to the Belvedere roll A delegation from Detroit College that tipped
the scales with Brennan1s recruits were taken into camp
and trained to the tune of 33-0.
Several costly
fumbles deprived the home team of a much larger score.
Fumbles, after Assumption's man had crossed the opponent's line, twice went for touch-backs; and many substantial gains ,vere deleted by the same fault.
A second game, which was undoubted!}' th~ fastest
the Belvederes have played this year, was the game with
the Hestons from "over the creek" Nov. 13. It was a
case of science against weight. The college line-men
assert that "a couple of those guys were as big as a
house," and "Gee ! He landed on me like a ton of brick."
Each team managed to score one touchdown, but i\Iilroy,
for the Yisitors, kicked wide, and Dalton's pretty kick that
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sent the oral spinning over the bar won the game for his
crew by one point, 6-5. Brennan and Buchholz did
spectacular work for the home team, while McGinnis repeated plunges through the visitors' line for remarkable
gains called forth thrilling bursts of applause. Bartlett,
Milroy and Sill starred for the Heston's.
The line-up was as follows :
IIESTO~S.

ASSUMPTIONS.

Dalton
Hanick
G. Sullivan
Christe
Higgins
\Velty
Fitzmaurice
Brennan
Buchholz
McGinnis
T. Murray

Left end

Brang

Torbert
Left tackle
Left Guard
Sales
Van
Anken
Center
Hecht
Right guard
Goodrich
Right tackle
Wolfe
Right end
Armstrong
Quarter
Sill
Left half
Milroy, Capt.
Full-back
Bartlett
Right half
Touchdowns-McGinnis, Milroy.
Goal kick-Dalton.
Score-Assumption, 6. Hestons, 5.
Referee-Mr. Farrell.
Time-Twenty minute halves
BELVEDERES VS. WYANDOTTE,

The Wyandotte Indian Jrs, journeyed from the abovenamed town to our arena on the big American festival
Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 25, in an attempt to stop the
winning streak of the Belvedere squad. But the attempt
was fruitless. They carry an Indian name, but they fail·
ed to hang their sign on the Collegians. The field was
muddy, and this was accountable for 5ome ragged playing.
However, the game was as fast and interesting as could be
expected on wet grounds ; and though the Belvederes
played in unprecedented form, they won by a large margin. Wyandotte had the kick-off, and Buchholz carried
the ball about fifteen yards past center in the oppouents1
territory before he was brought to a halt. This put grea

Jz
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ginger into our boys and lhe first signal called Murray
rouncl left end, to which he responded with a twenty-five
yard gain. Fitzmaurice was the next to carry the oval and
was not downed till he had crossed the ten yard line.
Two plunges through the Indian's line and Assumption
scored the first touchdown before five minutes of play.
l'he visitors tightened up a little then and in the remaining
time but four touchdowns were tallied. The final score
was 26 to o. We must commend our visitors for the ,vay
the line played where they could gain footing. Twice the
home team had the ball a few feet from the line and were
blocked, and forced to surrender the ox-hide after three
attempts to make the ten yard stake. The greatest sensation of the day was the clearly executed criss-cross by
Dalton and Fitzamurice. It was a shame to take the
money ! Dalton made a forty-five yard dash for a touchdown and had a ten yard lead before Fitzmaurice's pursuers
discovered he had passed the ball to the other end. Out
of five goal-kicks by different players only one went for a
point ; but a wet ball affords an excuse for the inaccurate
kicks. Capt. Brennan, the college quarter-back, is greatly
responsible for the large figure against the Indians. He
quickly discovered the weak 5pots in the Wyandotte lineup and played his team to take advantage of them.
Heiss, captain of the visitors was "Johnie-on-the-spot"
in obstructing forward passes in the college formation,
and starred throughout the game. Thiede also played an
excellent game. Tbe line-up follo·.vs:
WYANDOTTE.

BELVEDERE.

Dalton
Martin
Hnnick
Christi ·
L. ~1orand
H. Logan
Fitzmorris
Brennan
Buchholz
Fillion
~Iurray

Left end
Left tackle
Lell guard
Center
Right guard
Right tackle
Left end
Quarter
Left half
Full-back
Right half

Heiss
Thiede
Reidy
:Merrett
Demick
MacDonald
:\last
Gignac
Dolan
Shaderaugh
Neighfort
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Final score-Belvederes, 26 ; Wyandotte Indians, o.
Touchdowns-Fillion 2 1 Dalton 21 Brennan.
Goal-kick, Fillion.
Referee-Mr. Farrell.
The summary of games played by the Belvederes :
Oct. 2.-Carltons, 5; Belvederes, sOct. 9.-Wolverines of Windsor, o; Belvederes, 16.
Oct. 23.-Carltons, 15 ; Belvedes, 5.
Nov. 1 r.-Det. College Reserves, 26; 'Bdlvederes, o.
Nov. 13.-Hestons, 5; Belvederes, 6.
Nov. 18. -Det. College Humanities, o; Belvederes, 32.
Nov. 25.-Wyandotte Indian Jrs., o; Belvederes, 26.

mat-lCttn lbtgby..
On Nov. 20th and 24th St. Leo's team of Detroit
clashed with the Tai-Kuns on the college campus, and

were twice trounced by the home team.

The first game

was close and is unique on the Tai-Kun schedule, being
the only game in which the young " Purple and Whites"
were scored upon. The score was 10 to 5. Both teams
played hard from start to finish, and the first victory was
due principally to the sturdy work of L. Morand and M.
Martin. In this contest H. Logan also did great work in
receiving forward passes, making several substantial gains.
McGreevy, Israel, O'Donnell and Cavenaugh were most
conspicuous among the visitors.
The second battle was not so interesting, and the
outcome was manifest throughout. St. Leo's reported
with eight men and were allowed to take volunteers from
the .Minim aggregation to help them out. The Detroiters were put in the shade 33 to o, and though the TaiKuns were greatly strengthened by Buchholz in full-back,
the class they showed assured the spectators that, had St.

Leo's "All Stars" been playing, an attempt to score would
have been useless. The following is St. Leo's first lineup against ...\ssumption.
1

ST. LE0 S.

TAI-KL"XS.

H. Logan
T. Lareau

Left end
Left tackle

.McGreevy
E. Dolan
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L. Barium
Left guard
H. Soper
S. Fisher
Center
E. O'Donnell
T. Page
Right guard
E. Cavenaugh
J. Logan
Right Tackle Moran J. Cavenaugh
B. Turner
Right end
R. Peters
D. Gotwald
Quarter
Harvey
L Morand
Left half
B. Israel
M. Martin
Full back
A. Israel
L. Foster
Right half
A. Tighe
Touchdowns-L. Morand, M. Martin, Peters.
Score-Tai-Kuns, 10; St. Leo's, 5.
Referee-Mr. Farrell.
Umpire-Brennan
Time-Twenty minute halves.
TRINITY A. C. VS, TAI-KUNS.

Nov. 25th witnessed the only game that did not pass
to the Tai-Kuns for a victory ; but it did not pass from
them. It was a scoreless contest. The grounds were too
wet for fast playing, and mud plunges were indulged in
excessively. If there is any truth in the aphorism "mud
baths are healthy," the II mud hen111 who took part in this
battle ought to live foreve1. Trinity A. C. is the only
team on the Tai-Kun schedule that did not meet with
defeat. The two teams Jought for forty minutes without
intermission, neither being able to cross the others line.
.Forward passes were resorted to frequently, but in most
cases resulted in the loss of the ball or a penalty; and
thus the ball seldom went beyond the twenty.five yard
line at either end of the field. In the last five minutes
of play the collegians forced the enemy within five yards
of their own line and Trinity A. C. pulled off an excellent forward pass to the left and that looked like a sure
touchdown; but Louie Morand took up the chase and
constantly gained on the fugitive until he landed on his
heels about twenty yards on the opposite side of center.
A few downs, in which St. Vincents advanced the ball
only a few feet, and all was over but the shouting.
HANCOCKS VS. TAI-KUNS.

The Tai-Kuns closed the schedule of 109 with a victory over the Hancocks, of Detroit, who came to avenge
the defeats recently dealt St. Leo's. The Tai-Kuns were
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outweighed in most positions, but they out-classed the
Hancocks in plays where weight was not the important
factor. Our backs seldom hit the Hancock line for any
considerable gain, but they showed up on end-runs.
Buchholz made the only touch-down in the game, and
with Brennan and 0. Conger, made a strong defense for
the college. R. Peters and W. Ball starred for the Hancocks in open tackles. The scare was Tai-Kuns, 5;
Hancocks, o.
Rugby season 109 has been most successful for the
Tai-Kuns. They have well supported the banner set up

for them by last year's team in th~ same department of
the campus, and promises Assumption great success in a
few years as a representative team. They have taken
every game except one, which was a tie, and allowed only
one team to score on them as may be seen from the sum-

mary.
Sept. 2 5.-Tai-Kuns, 2 I ; Crescents, o.
Oct. I 6.-Tai-Kuns, 20 : Ouellettes, o.
Nov. 6.-Tai-Kuns, 23; Orinocos, o.
Nov. 13.-Tai-Kuns, 29; Leopoids, o.
Nov. 17.-Tai-Kuns, I I ; Orinocos, o.
Nov. 20.-Tai-Kuns, 10; St. Leos, 5.
Nov. 24.-Tai-Kuns, 37; St. Leos, o.
Nov. 25.-Tai-Kuns, o; Trinity A. C., o.
Dec. 4.-Tai-Kuns, 5 ; Hancocks, o.

8tntm11.
The youngsters have been very unfortunate with their
schedule, and out of six promising games they played
only three ; two with Sandwich and one with Detroit College Minims. They won these three, however, and showed exceptional speed, especially against Detroit College
where they were outweighed. The score in these games
were 17 to 6 and 29 to o against Sandwich, and 5 to o
against Detroit College. The boys who kept rugby alive
on the lower college campus this year are Elmer Mardian, captain, Norbert Neiderprum, secretary, E. l\fatber,
L. Sanglier, E. Lamerand, Meredith, M, Morand, F.
Shearer, R. Slack, C. Green, J. Burns, J. Singelyn, A.
Singelyn, H. Quermback, J. Famularo and Maurice
Sulfo.'an.
1

-JOSEPH FlLLIO:s', 12.

"

Rev. F. X. Semande,'76, had a very narrow escape
from asphyxiation at his presbytery in Amherstbu rg, Ont.,
on Wednesday, November 24. The furnace went out of
order allowing a considerable amount of coal gas to
escape. The next morning Father Semande was found
unconscious and in a very critical state. However be
quickly recovered, and, excepting a slight weakness, is
now quite well.
Italian climate did not agree with Mr. U. Langlois,
First Philosophy, 107, and his intended sojourn of seven
years was shortened to two. "Ubanks" joined the Oblate
Fathers not long after leaving Assumption, and was almost immediately sent to Rome lo attend their college in
the Eternal City. After spending a few days with his
parents and visiting some of his old friends he will go to
Edmonton, Alberta, where he hopes his health will be
repaired by the bracing climate of the Canadian Northwest.
Mr. R. :.\IcCabe, Commercial, 109, is a clerk in the
large elevator at Emmett, Mich.
36
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Little did M. J. Kingsley, '07, think of Homer and
Trigonometerr when on NO\,ember 2 3, he an<l Miss F.
Lachance were married. The ceremonit!S took place in
St. Bernard's Church. Ste. Claire Heights, l\.lich., the
home of the bride. Joe is a Hudson boy and a worthy
descendant of the builder of the Half-1\foon. Congratu-

lations, Joe, old boy, and may Heaven shower do,vn its
blessings upon your happy union.

----------------------

Another case of gas escape caused the death of ~Jr.
Raymond Kelly, 1051 of Windsor, the accident occurring
on November 141 at his home on 84 Janette Avenue.
The young man was 2 I years of age, bright, healthy and
with a very promising future. We deeply sympathize
with the parents and relatives of the deceased in their
sad bereavement
Friends of the College will confer a favor on us by
forwarding to Rev. T. Moylan, Secretary Alumni Association, the names and addresses of old students.
Tlie List of Cont>-ibutors to Chapel Fi, nd.

Rev. Fr. 1\ndrieux ................................... . $ 10 00
'' J. Aylward ............. .. ..................... .
too 00
'1
T. Bou bat ...... ................................ .
s 00
" L. A. Beaudoin ............................. .
25 00
l\fr. A. Blonde ..................................... ..
5 00
Rev. L. Brady ....................................... .
IOO 00
" ~I. J. Brady .................................. ..
5 00
" L. Brancheau ................................. .
2~
:, 00
" J. P. Brennan ................................ .
lO 00
" J. ?\L Brokaw ................................. . JOO 00
" 1•. Ruckley .................................... .
lO 00
" J. Cahalan .................................... . JOO 00
" E. Caldwell .................................. ..
So 00
Dr. R. Casgrain .................................... .
100 00
Rev. P. Chalandard ................................ .
15 00
'' R. Chan1 pion ................................. .
25 00
'' C. Connelly ................................... .
70 00
" C. Collins ...................................... .
60 00
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Rev. l'vf. Comeford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ IOO 00
" R. Command . ........................... .. ... .
10 00
" T. F. Conlon ...... ......................... .. .
30 00
" J. Con,vay ..................... ... ........... . .
50 00
11
P. \V. Considine .......................... . . ..
50 00
" P. Corcoran ... ................................ .
125 00
" .t\. Cote ......................................... .
200 00
" H. Coty ..................... .. ................ .
10 00
!\1:r. T. Carron ................ .. .... .. ............ ... .
10 00
Rev. l\I. J. Crowley ................................ .
IOO 00
" P. Cullinane ............... . .... .. .... .... . .... .
IO 00
" J. Dantzer ........... . ........................ .
5 00
" T. J. l)elanty ................................. .
15 00
" H. l)eGryse . .................................. .
25 00
" D. Dillon ...................................... .
55 00
Mayor Donnelly .................................... .
5 00
Rev. J. Do,vney .......................... ........... .
5 00
" D. J. Do,vney ................................ .
5 00
Mr. Iv!. Drake ......... ... ......... .. ................ .
5 00
Rev. R. Drohin ... ............... . ............... .... .
5 00
11
J. Dunn .................. . .......... .. ........ .
5 00
11
M. F. Eardley .. ....... ........... · ... ···· .... ·
40 00
" D. J. Eagan ........................ ... ....... . .
55 00
" A. Emery ............. .. ... ............... . .... .
JOO 00
" M. J. Ferguson ......... ..... . ............... .
200 00
" E. A. Fischer, ..... . ................ ..... .. ... .
5 00
" T. Flannery ................... .. .............. .
40
M rs. Flattery ........ . ........ . ... . .. ... .... ...... .... .
~ 00
Rev. ?v1. Fleming .................... . .............. .
5~0
" D. Forster .................. .... .... . ...... . .... .
10
Mrs. J. Foy .................. ... . ..... .... ........... .
25 00
Rev. E. Gle1net. ..................................... .
30 00
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Fr. Goetz ... ....... ................ .. .. .... .. .. .

" L. Goldrick ............... . ....... . ........... .
" P. Grand ............... . ...................... .
Mr. P. Grenier ......... ........................ . .... .
Rev. J. I-I ally ....................................... .
" T. Hally ....................................... .
11
J. Hanlon ...................... ~- .............. .
" D. Hayes ...... . .................. .. ........... .
tlr. 'fheo. Heenan ................................. .
Rev. Chas. Hennigan .............................. .
" F. Hewlett .................................... .
" \Vm. 1-Ieydon ................................. .
" I{. Hillenn1eyer .............................. .

5
75

00
00

100 00

5

00

IOO 00

25
50
50

00

40

00

25
25

00

00
00

00

20 00

25

00

,.
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Rev. James Hogan ....................... ... ....... .
" T. Hussey (Det.) ... .. . ...................... ..
·' T. Hussey (Lon.) ............................ ..

" Fr. James, 0. F. M . .. .... .. ....... · ... ·. · ··. ··
'' Jo Joos ' . • t. I . I. I• .
o
tot
'' F. Keeley ......... , .... ......... , ... ... ...... .. .
I t

I t • • I 11 t I t t f f

t ft f t

t

I., t • t

"
"
''
"

E. Kelly ................................... . ... .
F. Kennedy (Lon.) ......................... ..
H. Klenner ........... , ........................ .
H. Koelzer .................................... .
" Fr. Krebs .................................... ..
" Laughran ..................... ................. .
Rev. P. L'Heureux ....... ... ...... ................. .
" F. H. Lorandeau ....................... . .... ..
'' T. Lt1by ...... , ....... , ......................... .
" C. Linskey .................................... .
" R. l\[cBrady ............................ . ...... .
" H. D. 1\1.cCartby ........... .. ................ .
" E. J. .McCormick ........................... .
" E. l\IcCrae .................................... .
Rt. Rev. F. P. McEvay ................... ....... ..
Dr. J. B. l\fcEvoy ............ ............ ........... .
Very Rev. C. E. McGee. •....................... ..
Mr. Frank J. McIntyre .... ... ..................... ..
Rev. Albert M.cKeon .............. . ......... ...... .
" Rev. P. J. l\,fcKeon ......................... ..
"1ry ,Rev. J. Mc\fanus ........................... .
RevJtN. J. McNulty .................... . ......... .. .

M.F. l\IcQuillan ...... ............................. .
G. JV[aurer ...................................... .
"

F. 1\{alloy ............ ... ....................... .

" E. 1Ialone .............................. . ..... .
" R. L. ~larker ................................. .
I!

I'

" A. E. l\Ianning ........................... ... .
" F. :\[arseilles ........................... . ..... .
l\lr. C. E. 1\Iason ..................... .. ....... .... ..
Rev. 1\L .i\.Ieathe .................................... .
Very Rev. J. .L\leunier .............................. .
l\Iiss '.\Iiller ............................... ........... .
Rev. P. J. .i\lugan ................................... .
" T. J. l\lurpby ................................. .
l\Ir. 1-L ;\lurray ...................................... .
Rev. ~\.. H. Nacey ......................... ......... .
" D. Needham .. . .............................. .
" J. F. N eedha1n .......................... . ..... .

10 00

10 00

20 00
10 00

25 00

3

00

50 00
50 00
20 00
30 00
5 00
25 00
50 00
25 00

roo

00

10 00

50

00
25 00
75 00
100 00
555° 00
15 00
50 00

50 00

75
177

00

55
150 00
20 00
00
00
40 00
25 00
5

15

IO 00
5 00
25 00
25 00
75 00

i

25 00
I

<i>O

5

00

50 00
10 00
JO 00

10 00
20 00

I

I

l
I
I

I,
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Rev. 'f. Noonan ........................ .. .......... .
" G. N ortbgraves ............... ...... ......... .
Very Rev. F. O'Brien .. . ............. .............. .
Rev. R. O'Brien ............ ... ..................... .
" P. O'Connel ................................... .
cc J. O'B rten
. .............................. ...... .
Ver)' Rev. .B. O'Connell ........................... .
Re\. P. O'Donobue ............................... ..
1Ir. E. O'Keefe ...................................... .
R.ev. 1I. D. O'Neil ................................. .
" J. \V. O'Raff~rty ................... .. ......... .
" J. D. O'Shea ................... .. ............ .
" F. Parent ................................ ...... .. .
cc F. Pinsonneault ............ .................. .
" F. Powell ..... . ........................ . ....... .
" J. Powers ..................................... ..

II
Ii

11

II

I

Ii

50 00
50 00
30 00
50 00
20 00

25 00
25 00
25 00
50 00
100 00
IO 00
10 00
10 00

Ryan ...... .. ............................... .
Scanlon . . . . . . . .... ... ... ............. . ... .
" J. P. Sharpe, C. S. B ....... .... ........... ..
Mr. l\.f. Sherhy ................ .. .... .. ............. ..
Rev. J. :!\I. Schriber .... .... .............. ...... ... .
" J. F. Smith ..... . ............................. .
" E. P. Stanton ................................. .
" J. Stanley ................. . ... .... ......... .... .
" J. Stapleton .... .. ... ....................... . .. .
" 1\.1. D. St. Cyr ................... .. ........... .
" H. D. Sullivan .. . ......................... . ... .
" E. 1~aylor ..................................... ..
" A. P. 'l'ernes ................................ ..
" J. 1'hornton ................................... .
" J. Tobin ........ . ......... .. ................... .
" T. Vallentine ................................. .
" F. J. VanAntwerp ...... ... .................. .
" L. Von l\.Iach .............. . .................. .
" J. \Vall ........................................ ..
" D. J. \Vaters .................. .. ............... .
" A. \Veber .................................. .... .
" T. \Vest ....................................... .
" ]. \Vheeler ................................... ..
" F. \Vhite ....................................... .
" E. \Volfstyn .................................. ..

10 00
25 00
25 00

'' J.

1,

100 00

1\1:r. D. Quarry .....•............ .....................
Rev. F. Rupert ...................................... .
cc T. Rafter .......... ........................ . .. ..

" J.

I

50 00
8 00
JOO 00

50 00
10 00

5 00
!00 00
80 00
10 00
50 00
45 00

~o
110 00
10 00
40 00
50 00
50 00
10 00
300 00
10 00
20 00
25 00
45 00
20 00
10 00
2 5- 00
20 00
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Iflay.

The annual public entertainment staged by the Dramatic Club was again a complete success, financially,
artistically, and every other way. "The Cross of St.
Jobn's," is a fine acting play and affords many opportunities for both comic and tragic impersonation together
with dramatic climaxes. Of these our Thespians took
advantage and won the frequent applause of a very large
audience. The action of the play is concerned with Lhe
downfall of a wealLhy merchants' son lhrough gambling,
and his final conversion, through the generous sac1 ifice of a
clerk in his father's employ. l\Ir. Josepb Fillion as young
Schulman, had the best part and did exceptionally well.
As Balthazar l\ferx, Mr. Hugh :\IcGinnis showed the
finish of 3. professional actor. The part of the misguided
young man was ably acted by Mr. Cornelius Bates, and
well supported by his evil genius in the person of Mr.
William Flanagan. The comedy was supplied by Mr.
Thos. Murray and l\Ir. George Richardson. In truth, the
success of the play was mainly due to the fact that every
member of the cast acted well.
Ca.at of Charactei·s.
Balthazar Merx, leather merchant ............. H. McGinnis
Simeon Merx, his son .............................. C. A. Bates
Theodore Manville, Simeon's cousin .......... W. Elanagan
Schulman, youth in employ of .Merx ......... . ..... J. Fillion
Bonaventure, aged man, ditto ..................... A. Brehler
Cornelius Kedge, as Lord Flushiogton, ..... . G. Richardson
Samson Snooze, as Hon. Lumplin Lightlaw ... T. Murray
Baron de Heaumonde .............................. C. Robinet
Colonel von Blusterbob ........... . ... ........... A. i\Iclntyre
Jean, a Waiter ........................ . .............. . .. T. Dillon
Lacon Lester, an English Student ............... !\I. Brisson
Provost of Ghent. ................................... W. Rottach
Curate of St. John's ................................. .F Costello
Ad vacate General .................................. L. LeBoeuf
Judge . .................................................. . ]. Young
Officers ................................ . A. Higgins, G. Sullivan
Counsel ................. . .................................. A. Finn
Clerk ........................ . ......................... . . T. l\Ioran
Court Usher ................ .. .................... . . N. O 'Connor
Ii.
I!

I
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Alfred has departed ! ! !
Handball season has opened with a host of aspir·
ants working out for the League which will be formed in
the near future.
It is with feelings of the deepest sympathy that the
Student Body recalls the absence of one from among their
ranks who has won the respect and good will of bis fellow students. Mr. John Calahan has lately left for his
home in Cleveland where he lies in a very critical condition.
One of our old students, Mr. M. Malarny, has lately
favored us with a visit. Maurice saw fit to discontmue
his studies after completing his third year in the Academic course to continue in a different profession.

II

II
Ii

II

II
II
II

I

II

If
II

A very successful Football Season is drawing to a
close. The Rugbyites have proven themselves a "classy
bunch," baving won nearly every game this season, chiefly
owing to the excellent coaching of Mr. Farrell. The
Soccerites not to be outdone by the " American Sport,"
climbed to the summit of the Peninsular League only to
be plucked by that sturdy Walkerville team in the game
for the "Walker Cup."
As " Stan" sat down and pondered
O'er a letter he'd received,
A friend stood by and wondered
Why the reader seemed so grieved.
When he asked the cause for sorrow
From the letter Stanley read,
'' I'll not be at the train tomorrow
The old Bay Mare is dead."
On the 2 3rd ult. the Dramatic Society held a very
instructive meeting. Rev. Fr. Howard commended the
members on their ability as dramatists, which they had
lately proven themselves in the production : " The Cross
of St. John's." The regular program was opened with a
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number of drills in physical culture followed by an interesting recitation entitled II Barbara Fretchie,n by Mr. E.
Hanick. Mr. L. Leboeuf then regaled the members with
a very humorous parody on that well-known Poe-masterpiece, "The Raven." The originality of the orator, and
the tact by which he converted Poe1s wierdness into humor
was sufficient evidence that the speaker was thoroughly
acquainted with bis subject. "Spartacus to the
Gladiators" was the title of a recitation delivered
by Mr. C. Bates. In this the speaker, by his excellent
delivery, won the hearty applause of his audience. Mr.
Bondy next entertained the spectators with an universal
and a lofty theme : " Edinburgh., After Flodden." Last
but not least came Mr. A. Brehler, who expounded to his
listeners a few facts from the Methodist ritual under the
title of "A Volunteer Organist." This selection concluded the evenings programme, after which the meeting
adjourned.
November 25th found the program uninterrupted
here and the work progressing as usual, but a number of
Uncle Tom's turkeys wandered m and only wish-bones
are left to tell the sad tale.
Our advertising agent, Mr. L. Roberge, is a hustler
and his energetic work on the REVIEW staff is worthy of
commendation.
The Literary work for the month of November was
concluded on the 30th, when its members assembled to a
most interesting and instructive meeting. An essay on
that renowned Egyptian Queen, Cleopatra, was well delivered by Mr. F. McQuillan as the initial number of the
meeting. Following him, Mr. J. Fillian, in tones of true
clerical accent, delivered a touching "Sermon." "The
Minister's ~Iistake," selected from Mother Goose' Nursery Rhymes, chapter 23, verse ditto. To sustain the
elevated feelings inspired in the audience by the former
speaker, l\Ir. Rottach gave his listeners a psychological
treatise on a very sensitive subject, namely, "Feeling."
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That the Suffragates are not struggling for an unjust cause
was confirmed by Mr. C. Merkle in an excellent speech.
" Is Literature well paid ?11 "Yes indeed,'1 declaimed ).fr.
E. DePuydt, as he proceeded to expound statements
which truly verified his assertion. The steady change
and gradation of the language of our country was fully
explained by Mr. E. Mackey in an essay entitled " The
English Language." The regular programme of the
evening having been concluded1 Rev. Fr. Roach, Pres. of
the Society, proceeded with a few hints and cautions
on Borrowed Expressions. The remarnder of the evening was spent in extemporaneous debating.
We were lately favored with a visit from Rev. J.
Klick. Although very brief it was appreciated by the
students as signified by the applause on Fr. Klick's entrance to the Dining Hall. We haven't forgotten the
"speedy" pitcher who upheld our baseball honors for the
past five years, and we can only wish him the success as
a Cleric that he won as a pitcher.
An interesting meeting of St. Basil's Literary Society
was called to order on the 16th ult. 1 with Mr. J. Bell as
first speaker. He gave a very vivid and interesting account of the famous Battle of Waterloo, and was followed by Mr. G. Brennan1 another historian, who enumerated
a few facts which make the Battle of :\Iarathon the frontispiece in Ancient History. "A Parallelism between the
Sixteenth and Nineteenth Centuries" was the topic of an
essay delivered by l\fr. C. Bates, in which the speaker
fully synopsized lhe annals of the two Centuries. Mr.
S. Brisson1 another Essayist1 then entertained the audience
with a few facts entitled " College Training as a Foundation to Success." U ndoubteclly the most modern and
best enjoyed subject of the evening was "The HudsonFulton Celebration," by Mr. A. Brehler. That " Tlabit"
is something personal to all was well shown by the last
speaker of the evening, ).[r. J. Dalton.
\\'e are deeply indebted lo l\1r. J. Hanigan aml Mr.
F. ~IcQuillan for generous donations lo the Chapd furni:;hings.
1
LEO
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'1.'lie S . N. I. E.cpo1M11t of NoYember, open with an
essay entitled "Greek Drama In Its Making." The paper
differs trom most of its kind in that it is both interesting
to the end and of proper length. We have for it sincerest
11
praise.
How Swifty Won His Game," is indetd a very
attractive production as far as it deals \vith athletics. Its
effet:t as a whole is marred by an ending which we might
expect to find at the conclusion of a schoolboy's novel,
one of those story-book presentations of a check. \\' e
would suggest that the author base his stories a little
more on the stern realities o( life and not fol low too
closely in the tracks of men like .\lger, Henty and the
many others who write solely to please the children. ".\
Lonely Grave," brings before us again the constancy of a
mother's love. A few poems would add much to the
merit of The B.1;pone,it.
~

In 7.'lze Oolumbiad 1s found an analysis of Irving's
style. The essay is written in an orderly, comprehen5irn
manner and is a model in its own class. Passing en a
few pages we have two stories both of which smack of
Sherlock Holmes or Dupin. \\'e would suggest, however,
that Dingbat Dick's Creator eliminate the "ten-cent" tc.,ne
in his productions. Poems dealing with manr and rnrious subjects adorn Tlie Colwmbiad. What music was it
that inspired a certain youthful prodigy to extol " His
Queen?'' His attempt was so unique that we are inclined
to believe that l\lacaulay was right, at lea<;t in some measure, when he said that poets are a little unsound mentally.

We wish all our Ex. men a i\Icrry Christmas.
\Ve also gratefully acknowledge the receipt ofThe Augustinian, Cal}wlic Record, Coll, yian, Dial,
J,JclweJJ From 'Phe I'inPs, E'.r'ft' 11sio11, ForJlurm .lfuntlily.
.iYazctrinf', 1.Yiagara lttdc.,:, .Xotre Dame Scholm,tic, Patrician, St . .Jfary's .Jfe:?senger, UnivN...iity of Ottmm Rmiiew,
Viatorian, Xatier and Weste1·,1 U,1i1·e.rsily Gnzdte.
1
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Telephone West 391

olored Designs and Oil Paintings.

M. E. VonMACH,
Church

and

Household

Decorator,

Painting in All lts Branches,
Gilding· Altars,

-Painting Life - Sued Pictures on Statuary,Stage Scenery Painting and Fite Wall Hangings.

Detroit, Mich.

965 l\1ichigan Avenue,

YE STUDENTS!
GO TO

For Your Up .. to=Date Clothing, Furnishings and Hats.
Modern Prices,

Modero Clothe$,
1)6 \\'ood\\ ard

DETROIT, :\llCH

A\'C,

CO:IIPLIMES';S OF

t1

ii

Or. Raymond L. Girardot, no
DENTIST,

.

; 270 Woodward .he., Detroit, ~llch.

~Jmoo~~
When dealing with a<kerliscrs please mention the Assumption College Review.
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NATURAL GAS---RATES.
Nov. Ist to April 30th,
May Ist to Oct. 31st,

25c per l\L Net
30c per iVI. Net

UNEQ UALLED FOR

POWER,
HEATING,
COOKING and
LIGHTING
It not only furnishes the maximum service for all the
above lines, but its cost, at the rates specified, is far
below that of a ny product,

..

\VINDSOR

G AS

C OMPANY,

LIMITED.

THE HO~IE BANK
OF CANADA,

FRESH

SANDWICH.

Original Charter, 1854.

I SH

1
~
And all other Sea Foo<! lo he found <laily at
our store. ,vc can offer you greater varit:ly
to choo!ic from than can any one el,e in to\\n,
and OUR PRICES nre always the ,·cry lowest consi~tent with the fine qu.ility of fish \\e
sell.

"TJ'NDS OR F I SH C O.
D. E. Townsend, ~tgr,

Day Phone 516. ~ight 946

Head Office, Toronto.

Special Attent ion given t o

Saving's Bank Accounts
and Farmer's Loans.

When dealing with advel'Lisers, please mention the Assumption College Review.
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EXPE~TS AT

INSURANCE,

PLlJ~IBING
AN"D

R EAL EsTA TE,

81'EAi'l-FITTING

FI NANCE .

Natural Gas Fitting,
Roofing and
Metal Work.

J. G. G_A.NGNIER.
7 Ouellette Ave.,

Pennington & Brian,
47 West Sandwich St.,

WINDSOR,

0NT.

WI NDSOR,

ONT.

The Blonde Lumber and Mf'g Co.
Limited,

Lumber ancl Hardware Dealers,
Builders and Contractors : : :
ONTARIO

CHATHAM,
1Ianufacturers of

Exterior and Interior Work of all Kinds.
Church Seating, Altars, Ptdpits and
Fittings a Specialty.
:
:
:
S!!~D FOR CATALOGUE.

When dealing ,, ilh 11dvertiscr,-, please mention lhc ~\ssumption College Rc\'iC\\,
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" The Home of tiood Things to Eat."
BAKED GOODS
C ONFECTIONERY

ICE CRE AM
AND

W ATER

\f\Ta rm

l cEs.

Lunches on. S econd Floor.

Morton Baking Go.,

PHOXE 616.

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR'S tiIFTS
1

When the problem of somc:lhing to give "him" for Christmas or New Years
confronts you as it always does at this season of the year, turn to this store for relief. Every line of Goods we carry, offers a suggestion for a !\fan's or Boy's Christmas. You can't go wrong here. Look over this list and sec if you do not strike
~omclhing lhat you know will be

- -JUST THE THING.-

Suit
Overcoat
Raincoat
Auto Coat
Fancy Vest
Neckwear
Gloves
Suspenders

Nlght Robes
Pajamas
Hosiery
House Coat
Smoking' Jacket
Bath Robe
Shirts
Dress Shirts

-

Underwear
Umbrella
JANUARY
HAT
or

CAP

We would just hint that you make your selections earl>·, while the picking
is at its best. We'll assi:,t you in c:verr way we can, and we ,\ill make
any e:sch:mges you rlesire after Christmas.
Clothes, Hat5 and Furnishing~.
•
'
9 Sandwich St. W., WINDSOR

W BOUG

When dealing \\ith advet1isers, please mention the Assumption College Review.
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J. A. McMORMICK,

Unger Williamson

Druggist and Stationsr

LAUNDRY

Sandwich, Ont.

All kinds of Liniments for
Bruises, Sprains, etc.
All kinds of Cough Remedies
for Coughs and Colds.

HAVE YOU

u

Special attention given to
Students, and also special
Prices.
WINDSOR,

ONT.

THE CANADIAN LAWYER."

This useful and instructive work should be in the possession
of every priest in the Dominion.

We have on hand all the Latest Works in Theology, Philosophy, Science, Church History, Devotion, Liturgy,
and Canon Law.

- -JUST ARRIVED-A Large Shipment of

LIBRARY AND PREMIUM BOOKS !
WRITE FOR SPECIAL CATALOGUE.

W. E. BLAKE & SON,
123

Church Street,

TORONTO! CAN.

N. RIVARD,

A G. HUTCINSON,

Custom Tailor !

COAL and 'fVOOD

Satisfaction Guaranteed,
Clothes Cleaned and
Pressed.
Cor. Pelissier and London Sts.,

WINDSOR,

01\T.

ALSO

SOLVAY COKE.
SANDWICH,

ONT.

Whe-n <lenling with advertisers, please mention the Assumption Colkgc Rc'vicw.
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BOYS?

We can save you money on i\!ADE-TO-ORDER

CLOTHING for United States Prices. :

:

:

WE l\IAKE OUR GOODS UP-TO-DATE.
WE INVITE YOUR IN~PECTION.

Also carry up-to-date lines of Furnishings, including
Fownes and Perrin Oloves, and the Celebrated " KINO" English 1
Light Weight Hat,

JORDAN & GRIFFITH,
Next door to Dominion Bank

5 Sandwich West,
FOR YOUR

FIRST-CLASS PHOTO

\YIIEN YOU W A~T
TO BUY

GO TO THB

B. B. B. or
PETERSON PIPES

Murdock Studio
Curry Annex,

-

PHONE

Pitt St. East.

CALL ON

G. ENGLISH & Co.,

8241

WINDSOR,

ONT.

Cor. Ouellette A\'e. and Pitt St.

JOHN SCOTT & CO.,
WHOLESALE

GROCERIES&PROVISIONS
PHONE

6,

ONTARIO.

WINDSOR,

TRY

Something New I

GEO. MITCHELL
FOR

A Dainty Pop Corn
Confection.

Fancy Confectionery !

CLYDE, FULLER & CO.

Phone 594.

C1111odi1in Distributor.~.

Howard Ave., - Windsor, Ont.

When dealing with advertisers, please mention the Assumption College Review.

5I

YE OLDE FIRME.

HEINTZMAN & Co. PIANOS,
115-r 17 King Street, Toronto,

T
I

Are used in nearly all the Academies
and Colleges in Canada : : : : : :

BECAUSE OF THE IR SUP ERIORITY.
Write or Call on

JOHN GLASSFORD, Dist. M'gr,
CHATHAl\I,

Garner House Block,

TORONT O.

Or Head Office, Toronto, u5-rr 7 King St.,
THE

..

W atches,

family Remedies

Gold

J ewelry,

OF

Cut Glass

VANDERHOOF & Co.

and Silver \vare.

Advertised and Recommended by

Mrs. M

BRADLEY Bros

Suvuners,

3 7 Ouellette Ave.,

May be obtained at any

W z"ndsor,

Drug S t ore in

Ont.

Phone 353.

Windsor or Sandwich, Ont,

When dealing with advertisers, please mention the Assumption College Review.

52

t
I

KAISER • BLAIR CO.
f.58 Woodwa.fct Avea-.

Clothing
Suits
Overcoats
Raincoats
Military or Presto
Raincoats and
Overcoats.
PRESTOS are Turn Up or
Down Collars.

COME
No Better
Clothes Made.

KAISER .. BLAIR CO.
S58 Woodwa.fct Avenue.
When dealing with adve~ ptea e mention the As!lnmption College ReVJew.

